
Lec 19 – features of addiction                       Neuroscience  
 

1. What are the major features of addiction? 
Elements of addiction 

1. Craving/compulsion - not much regard for pleasure in criteria 
2. Loss of control 
3. Little concern for consequences 

Definition 
DSM5 - 11 criteria 
 2=alcohol use disorder 
 2/3 = mild 
 4/5 = moderate 
 6 = severe 
 Not all is necessary 

Using drugs reasoning 
1. Positive reinforcement 
 Dopamine release- direct or not (opiate is d vs drugs is not) 
 Value/motivation for drugs 
2. Negative reinforcement  
 Using to counteract aversive experiences (depression) 

o Attenuation of withdrawal - reliance 
  

2. What learning mechanisms contribute to addiction? 
Contributions of other learning processes 
 Extensive use = reward being indirectly beneficial - makes you less happy over time 

Chance of craving thus promoting drug seeking 
o Associating person with opportunity 

 Effects on brain 
 Marijuana - 12 subject - functional MRI with cues to see relationship 

Results 
 amygdala/hippocampus = more active 
 Ventral striatum - nucleus cicumbrum  

EG 2 
 Quick (subliminal) queue + masking stimulus = absence of identifying secret cue 

(33ms) 
Results 
 Active cortical areas via cannabis presentation and aversive cues 

o Activate brain reward areas - don't need to even be aware - effects behaviour 
 Contribution of tolerance and precipitate relapse 
 Tolerance and effect of environment 

  
3. What neuropathology accompanies addiction? 

Drug affect on brain 
 Dopamine release and activation of nucleus cicumbrum 
 Less binding of dopamine receptors - over stimulated and ruined - grey matter 

shrinking of brain cells due to dying) 
 Meth - dying cells 



 Cocaine - less brain activity in response to other natural rewards 
 Hypofrontality - decreased grey matter (cell body) value 

o Impaired prefrontal cortex is unable to see overactivity to stop - furthers drug 
seeking 
 Inhibitory areas less active to warn 

 Direction is difficult to study 
  

4. What are some potential strategies for the treatment of addiction? 
Treatments 
 May quit spontaneously 
 Psychological support 
1. Must figure out what you want - stop fully or abstinence 
2. Motive of use identification (socially) 
 Exposure therapy 

Pharmacological 
 Acute detoxification vs prevention of relapse 
 Harm reduction vs total abstinence 
 Aversion treatment - disulfiram (antabuse) 
 Anti-craving drugs - naltrexone, acamprosate 
 Others in development 
 Effect varies per person 

How  
 Replaces one drug with another 
 Full agonist - nicotine patch (goes with behavioural therapy) 
 Part agonist - drugs binding to receptor and stimulating weakly 
 Block the drugs effects - cocaine vaccines from meth 
 Targeting another neurotransmitter system - opiate for alcoholism 

  
Disulfiram 
 Accumulation of acetaldehyde (toxic - think of dehydration process) 
 Blocks and so you can't metabolism alcohol well - makes you feel sick 
 Effective - lapse then abstinence - gradual improving 

Naltrexone 
 Lab bar for 7 days - LOOK BACK 
 Alcoholics had drunk more beforehand with higher craving- variable 

o Opiate however reduces craving abit 
Results 
 Triple alcoholics want to keep going 
 Reduces drinking 

  
 30% abstinence result is good when taken in consideration 
 Mixture of treatments used 
 Addicts usually have other problems (psychological issues) - depression etc. 

 

 



Lec 21 – human eye                                                                               Perpetual Systems                                     
 
 3 layers 
1. Fibrous tunic 
2. Vascular tunic 
3. Retina 

  
 Cornea as main - aqueous humor - maintains pressure - avoids rise to glaucoma 
 Retina vessels are visible - block light from receptor - shadow in back of eye - adaptive 

to be hidden 
 Micro cycad - shaking constantly - jiggling with eye 

o Jiggling with eye = ignoring = fading out 
 Continuous tracking motion - smooth (need pursuit) 

  
 
Scotopic - low light (rods) – one kind  
Photopic - high light (cones) – 3 kinds 

 
 

1. What makes rods more sensitive than cones? 
 Cones absorb light better 
 Rods as bigger (120 million) - cones = 6 million 
 
2. Trichromatic theory                                                        
 Different colour experience due to the 3 main receptor types 

Long and skinny – 120 million 

Short and fat – 6 million 



 
 Blue – short cones 
o More blurred - chromatic aberration  - don't 
need as much density due to blur - different 
wavelengths through different angles = unclear 
 Green - medium cones 
 Red - large cones 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Phenomenological problems 
1. Colour blindness - red AND green, blue AND yellow 
2. Same pairs - blue and red 
3. Primary colour (4 not 3) - red, green, blue AND yellow 
 No mixing of the above, they’re distinct 

  
3. How does refraction focus all of the wavelengths of light? 
 IT DOES NOT (failure is chromatic aberration) 
 Need 578mm light for human eye to focus any colour from it 

  
4. Selective reflectance 
 Reflection emitted by surface reflecting different wavelengths 
 Colour which is better reflected is what shows 

 
 
 


